Generating generalized necklaces and new quasi-cyclic codes
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Abstract: In many cases there is a need of exhaustive lists of combinatorial objects of a given type. We consider generation of all inequivalent polynomials from which defining polynomials for constructing quasi-cyclic (QC) codes are to be chosen. Using these defining polynomials we construct 34 new good QC codes over GF(11) and 36 such codes over GF(13).
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1. Introduction

Let GF(q) denote the Galois field of q elements and let V(n,q) denote the vector space of all ordered n-tuples over GF(q). The Hamming weight of a vector x, denoted by wt(x), is the number of nonzero entries in x. A linear code C of length n and dimension k over GF(q) is a k-dimensional subspace of V(n,q). Such a code is called \([n, k, d]_q\) code if its minimum Hamming distance is d. For linear codes, the minimum distance is equal to the smallest of the weights of the nonzero codewords. A \(k \times n\) matrix G having as rows the vectors of a basis of a linear code C is called a generator matrix for C. Let \(A_i\) denote the number of codewords of C with weight i. The weight distribution of C is the list of numbers \(A_i\). The weight distribution \(A_0 = 1, A_d = \alpha, \ldots, A_n = \gamma\) is expressed as \(0^{1d} \ldots n^\gamma\) also.

In order to obtain a q-ary linear code which is capable of correcting most errors for given values of n, k, and q, it is sufficient to obtain an \([n, k, d]_q\) code C with maximum minimum distance d among all such codes or for given values of k, d, and q, to obtain an \([n, k, d]_q\) code C whose length n is the smallest one. The respective codes in these two cases are called optimal.
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The problem of determining optimal code parameters, known as the Main Linear Coding Theory Problem, has two aspects. One is the construction of codes which optimize minimum distance and the other is proving non-existence of codes of certain parameters ([14], [21]). In the former one often uses computers, but this approach becomes ineffective when the dimension of the codes is large, because, as we know, computing the minimum distance of linear codes is an NP-hard problem [30]. Thus, it becomes expedient to use classes of codes that have a rich mathematical structure. In recent years it has been shown that QC and QT codes form such nice classes. Being generalizations of cyclic and consta-cyclic codes, they contain many good, record-breaking codes [1–6, 10, 11, 15–20, 24, 27].

Markus Grassl and Eric Chen maintain online tables of linear codes. The Grassl’s tables [28] contain lower and upper bounds on minimum distances for linear codes over small finite fields (q ≤ 9). Many of the best-known codes in these tables are QC and QT codes. The Chen’s table [9] contains only good and best-known QC and QT codes (q ≤ 13). These two databases are updated when new codes are discovered.

In recent years there has been an increased interest in codes over GF(11) and GF(13). In [25] and [26] Gulliver constructed QT codes over GF(11) for k ≤ 7 and QC codes over GF(13) for k ≤ 6. Venkaiah and Gulliver [31] constructed quasi-cyclic [pk,k,d]13 codes of dimensions k ≤ 6 and n ≤ 150. In [12] and [13] E. Chen and N. Aydin constructed 45 new QC and QT codes over GF(11), 38 such codes over GF(13) and presented databases for small dimensions and n ≤ 150. New QT codes over GF(11) and GF(13) are also presented in [7].

Three-dimensional projective codes are closely related to (n, r)–arcs in projective finite planes, and a lot of research has been done over finite fields of size up to 19 [8]. Recently an optimal (78,8)-arc in PG(2,11) was constructed in [25] as a [78,3,70]11 QC code.

In this paper we present 34 new QC codes over GF(11) and 36 new QC codes over GF(13).

2. QC codes

A code C is said to be p-QC if a cyclic shift of any codeword by p positions results in another codeword. Suppose that C is a p-QC [pm,k] code (m ≥ k). It is convenient to take the co-ordinate places of C in the following order

1, p + 1, 2p + 1, ..., (m − 1)p + 1,
2, p + 2, ..., (m − 1)p + 2,
p, 2p, ..., mp.

Then C will be generated by a matrix of the form

[B₁, B₂, ..., B_p]

where each Bᵢ is a circulant matrix, i.e. a matrix of the form

B = [b₀ b₁ b₂ ... bₘ₋₁]
   [bₘ₋₁ b₀ b₁ ... bₘ₋₂]
   [bₘ₋₂ bₘ₋₁ b₀ ... bₘ₋₃]
   ...
   ...
   ...
   [b₁ b₂ b₃ ... b₀]

If the row vector (b₀b₁ ... b₋ₘ) is identified with the polynomial d(x) = b₀ + b₁x + ... + b₋ₘx⁻ᵐ⁻¹, then we may write
\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
    d(x) \\
x d(x) \\
x^2 d(x) \\
    \vdots \\
x^{m-1} d(x)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where each polynomial is reduced modulo \(x^m - 1\).

Denote the polynomials associated with the matrices \(B_1, B_2, B_3, \ldots, B_p\) by \(d_1(x), d_2(x), d_3(x), \ldots, d_p(x)\). These polynomials are called defining polynomials of \(C\).

Taking the polynomials \(ax^id_i(x)\) instead of \(d_i(x)\) we make a cyclic shift of the columns of \(B_i\) and multiply them by a nonzero element of the field. This leads to a generator matrix of an equivalent code. So, the defining polynomials of a QC-code can be chosen from a fixed set of representatives of the equivalence classes of polynomials of degree less than \(m\) under the following relation:

\[
c_i(x) \approx c_j(x) \iff c_i(x) \equiv ax^lc_j(x) \pmod{(x^m - 1)}
\]

It stands to reason that we need an efficient algorithm to produce such a set of polynomials.

3. Necklaces

We identify the polynomials with the strings of their coefficients. In terms of strings the relation (1) is a composition of two actions on strings, namely, rotating the string and multiplying its entries by nonzero elements of the field (scaling the string). Efficient algorithms are known for generating the equivalence classes of the first of the actions. By efficient we mean that the amount of computation used in generating the objects is proportional to the number of objects generated.

Let \(\Sigma \) be the alphabet \(\{0, 1, 2, \ldots, q - 1\}\) and \(\Sigma_q^m\) be the set of \(q\)-ary strings of length \(m\). Denote by \(\alpha_i, \ 1 \leq i \leq m,\) the entries of the string \(\alpha \in \Sigma_q^m\), and \(\alpha^t\) is the string of length \(t\) whose entries are all equal to \(a\). The symbol \(\preceq\) is used for lexicographic order in \(\Sigma_q^m\). Call two strings equivalent if one is a cyclic shift of the other. An equivalence class of strings under this relation is called a necklace of \(m\) beads in \(q\) colors. We identify each necklace with the lexicographically smallest representative in the equivalence class. Thus we call a string \(\alpha = \alpha_1\alpha_2\ldots\alpha_m\) a necklace if, for \(1 \leq i \leq m,\) \(\alpha_1\ldots\alpha_m \preceq \alpha_i\ldots\alpha_m\alpha_1\ldots\alpha_{i-1}\).

For given \(m\) and \(q\) the number of necklaces is well known to be

\[
N_q(X) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{d|m} \phi(d)q^{\frac{m}{d}}
\]

where \(\phi\) is the Euler totient function.

A simple and elegant algorithm was proposed by Fredricksen, Kessler and Maiorana [22], [23] to generate all necklaces in \(\Sigma_q^m\). We will refer to this as the FKM algorithm.

For given \(m\) and \(q\), the FKM algorithm creates a list, \(FKM(q, m)\), consisting of a certain subset of \(\Sigma_q^m\) in lexicographic order. The list begins with the string \(0^m\) and ends with \((q - 1)^m\). For a given \(\alpha\)
For \( \alpha = \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \cdots \alpha_m \prec (q-1)^m \), the successor of \( \alpha \), \( \text{succ}(\alpha) \), is obtained as follows:

\[
\text{succ}(\alpha) = (\alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_{i-1} (\alpha_i + 1))^{t} \alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_j,
\]

where \( i \) is the largest integer \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) such that \( \alpha_i \prec q - 1 \) and \( t, j \) satisfy \( ti + j = m, \ j < i \).

It is shown in [22] that there is no necklace between two elements of \( FKM(q,m) \), so that the list contains all necklaces. Thus, discarding non necklaces of \( FKM(q,m) \) would result in a list of all necklaces in increasing order. In [29] Ruskey, Savage and Wang proved that \( \text{succ}(\alpha) \) is a necklace if and only if the "\( i \)" from the definition of the successor of \( \alpha \) is a divisor of \( m \). Including this test, the entire algorithm can be represented by the following PASCAL code:

```
for i:=0 to m do a[i]:=0; br:=0; i:=m;
repeat
  a[i]:=a[i]+1;
  for j:=1 to m-i do a[j+i]:=a[j];
  if m mod i = 0 then
    begin
      br:=br+1;
      for j:=1 to m do write(a[j]);
      writeln;
    end;
  i:=m;
until a[i]=q-1 do i:=i-1;
```

4. Generalized necklaces

In its turn, scaling the necklaces partitions the set of all necklaces into new equivalence classes. We call them generalized necklaces. To generate their representatives we know no more efficient algorithm than rejecting those necklaces that are not the smallest representatives. A naive approach to testing whether a length \( m \) necklace is the smallest representative of an equivalence class according to (1) is to compare the necklace with all of its scaled rotations. However, by taking into consideration some facts we can decrease the number of comparisons that have to be made.

First of all we generate only necklaces with first non-zero element 1. It follows from the \( FKM \) algorithm that any necklace has the form

\[
\alpha = (\alpha_1 \alpha_2 \cdots \alpha_i)^t, \quad t \geq 1
\]

Any rotation of \( \alpha \) has the form

\[
\alpha' = \alpha_{s+1} \cdots \alpha_i (\alpha_1 \alpha_2 \cdots \alpha_i)^{t-1} \alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_s = \alpha_{s+1} \cdots \alpha_i \alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_s)^t
\]

for \( s = 1, 2, \ldots, i - 1 \).

Thus comparing the strings \( \alpha \) and \( b\alpha' \), \( b \in GF(q) \setminus \{0,1\} \) it suffices to compare the substring \( \beta = \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \cdots \alpha_i \) with its rotations, multiplied by an element of \( GF(q) \setminus \{0,1\} \). If \( p \) is the index of the first non-zero element of \( \beta \), than scaled cyclic shifts with starting positions \( 2, 3, \ldots, p \) will obviously follow \( \beta \) in lexicographic order. The cyclic shifts with starting positions

\[
i = p + 2, i = p + 3, \ldots, i
\]
will have \( \alpha_i \neq 0 \) in position with number less than \( p \) and therefore they will also follow \( \beta = \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_i \). So, the only comparisons that have to be made are with cyclic shifts starting from positions

\[ l = p + 1, p + 2, \ldots, i - p + 1 \]

if \( i - p + 1 \geq p + 1 \), i.e. \( i \geq 2p \), having

\[ \alpha_{l+p-1} > 1, \]

and multiplied only by the inverse of \( \alpha_{l+p-1} \).

The implementation of these considerations yields the following PASCAL code, which produces the desired set of strings (or polynomials):

```pascal
for i:=0 to n-1 do a[i]:=0;
a[n]:=1; br:=1; i:=n; p:=n;
repeat
  if i=p then begin i:=i-1; p:=p-1; end;
a[i]:=a[i]+1;
  for j:=1 to n-i do a[j+i]:=a[j];
  if n mod i = 0 then
    begin
      for l:=p+1 to i-p+1 do
        if a[l+p-1]>1 then
          begin
            m:=inv[a[l+p-1]]; k1:=1; k2:=1;
            while (k1<i) and (a[k1]=mul[a[k2],m]) do
              begin
                k1:=k1+1;
                k2:=(k2 mod i)+1;
              end;
            if k1<= i then
              if a[k1] > mul[a[k2],m] then goto 10;
            end;
          end;
      begin
        br:=br+1; for j:=1 to n do write(a[j]);
        end;
    end;
  end;
i:=n;
while a[i]=q-1 do i:=i-1;
until (i=i1) and (i=1);
```

In the table below the number \( K_{11}(m) \) and \( K_{13}(m) \) of generated objects is given for \( m = 6, 7, 8, 9 \). The respective number \( N_{11}(m) \) and \( N_{13}(m) \) of necklaces is also given for comparison. From some seconds up to some minutes are needed for the generation of the objects (CPU, Intel i3, 2.2GHz).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( N_{11}(m) )</th>
<th>( K_{11}(m) )</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( N_{13}(m) )</th>
<th>( K_{13}(m) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2783891</td>
<td>278389</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>804895</td>
<td>67116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>26796726</td>
<td>2679859</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8964085</td>
<td>747007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>261994491</td>
<td>26199449</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>101969959</td>
<td>8497806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The next explicit formula for the number of generalized necklaces (defining polynomials for QC codes) was given recently in [31] (for QT codes see [32])

\[ K_q(m) = \frac{1}{(q - 1)m} \sum_{d|m} \phi(d) (q^{\frac{m}{d}} - 1) \gcd(d, q - 1) \]

5. New QC codes over GF(11) and GF(13)

In this section we present 34 new QC codes over GF(11) in dimensions \(k = 8, 9\) and 36 new QC codes over GF(13) in dimensions \(k = 7, 8\). The new codes are obtained by non-exhaustive local computer search. By reason of space the defining polynomials and weight distributions only of some of the codes are given. For the rest of the codes, the respective information is available on request from the authors. All constructed codes will be send to E. Chen to be included in the respective table[9]. The elements of the fields are denoted by 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, 10 = a, 11 = b, 12 = c.

Codes over GF(11)

There exist quasi-cyclic codes with parameters: [16, 8, 8]_11, [24, 8, 14]_11, [32, 8, 20]_11, [40, 8, 26]_11, [48, 8, 33]_11, [56, 8, 39]_11, [64, 8, 46]_11, [72, 8, 53]_11, [80, 8, 59]_11, [88, 8, 66]_11, [96, 8, 73]_11, [104, 8, 80]_11, [112, 8, 87]_11, [120, 8, 94]_11, [128, 8, 100]_11, [136, 8, 107]_11, [144, 8, 114]_11, [152, 8, 121]_11.

A [16, 8, 8]_11 optimal code: aaaaaaaaa9, aaaa9a362;
0: 874905326000, 106736600, 135262000, 15870736000, 1456016800, 1504628600, 1654652680

A [24, 8, 14]_11 code: aaaa86a2, aaaa9a68, aaaa7022;
0: 1488830, 252960, 17775120, 184924120, 19934640, 262312680, 2140045200, 296063480, 235223280, 2421762430

A [32, 8, 20]_11 code: aaaa8558, aaaa6960, aaaa9784, a0797007;
0: 2095490, 2113600, 2326900, 241077200, 253141520, 264915520, 2764065600, 285699940, 295033280, 3050421000, 3162438240, 3210615920

A [40, 8, 26]_11 code: aaaa8503, aaaa7066, aaaa9ab, a0794154, aaaa9232;
0: 2613600, 224880, 2824300, 2913760, 3006400, 311287400, 323650050, 3358110720, 3418211080, 3531126480, 3643291000, 3746852550, 3836935850, 3949297650, 499746250

A [48, 8, 33]_11 code: aaaa74154, aaaa986a2, aaaa9232, aaaa7022, aaaa9ab, a92a7a64;
0: 3224000, 3140200, 3548000, 3561280, 35756200, 38144800, 39376400, 40354150, 411621400, 422758960, 437882960, 442926280, 4538276600, 4639416320, 4710683640, 483201950

A [56, 8, 39]_11 code: a9074154, aaaa9849, aaaa7011, aaaa928, aaaa9162, aaaa6172, aaaa9096;
0: 3911200, 4037200, 4116000, 42437200, 4392800, 4475540, 45152440, 463666280, 477825860, 484614050, 4923845680, 5035305360, 5199412640, 527819820, 5328566000, 541589160, 555777200, 567024600

A [64, 8, 46]_11 code: aaaa8449, aaaa606600, aaaa97a4, aaaa72196, aaaa9149, aaaa61627, aaaa80991, aaaa92a989;
0: 4620000, 4736000, 4852400, 4970900, 50834280, 5182720, 521577940, 53384880, 544784360, 553122240, 569122560, 579916640, 583697280, 593648480, 6030601420, 6119987160, 629712480, 639080160, 64777700

A [72, 8, 53]_11 code: aaaa896a2, aaaa7022, aaaa9a68, aaaa74154, aaaa9232, aaaa61651, aaaa800a5, aaaa31291, aaaa5912;
0: 5324400, 5417600, 55297900, 5693600, 57285960, 58665280, 59566280, 609442340, 61678720, 621060720, 6319044240, 6426783290, 6533968280, 6635154040, 6731353560, 6832078000, 6913339120, 701749880, 71162072, 72222370

A [80, 8, 59]_11 code: aaaa60780, aaaa8a63, aaaa969a8, aaaa74154, aaaa25520, aaaa61651, aaaa7a862, aaaa2a9a89, aaaa5384, aaaa32803;
0: 5912000, 6035200, 6112000, 6220000, 6320640, 64828920, 65961600, 661585440, 673298320, 686291980, 6910963040, 7017246760, 7124241840
There exist quasi-cyclic codes with parameters: \([9p, 9, 7p - 6, 11]_p\) for \(p = 2, 3, \ldots, 7, [9p, 9, 15p/2 - 9, 11]_p\) for \(p = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16\) and \([9p, 9, 15(p - 1) - 2, 2]_p\) for \(p = 9, 11, 13, 15, 17\).

### Codes over GF(13)

There exist quasi-cyclic codes with parameters: \([14, 7, 7, 13]_p, [21, 7, 13, 13], [28, 7, 18, 13], [7p, 7, 6p - 6, 13]_p\) for \(p = 5, 6, \ldots, 15\) and \([7p, 7, 6p - 5, 11]_p\) for \(p = 16, 17, 18, 19\).

### Codes over GF(13)

There exist quasi-cyclic codes with parameters: \([16, 8, 8, 13], [24, 8, 14, 13], [32, 8, 20, 13], [40, 8, 27, 13], [48, 8, 33, 13], [56, 8, 40, 13], [64, 8, 47, 13], [72, 8, 53, 13]\) and \([8p, 8, 7p - 10, 13]_p\) for \(p = 10, 11, \ldots, 19\).
A [24,8,14]_13 code: cccccccc6, ccb50a09, ccc538ca;
0^31 14^32 5^33 13^34 20^35 24^36 21^37 22^38 23^39 24^40 21^41 22^42 23^43 24^44 22^45 23^46 24^47

A [64,8,47]_13 code: cccccc56, ccb50968, ccc7c166, ccb75438, ccb9586, ccb57b73; 0^60 1^61 2^62 3^63 4^64 5^65 6^66 7^67 8^68 9^69 10^70
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